
Ethical Leadership
Some Historical Perspectives



The Problem

• The problem is power. People want it, and when they 
have it, they don’t want to give it up 

• (But  power also comes at a price, e.g., Robert 
Mugabe of Zimbabwe) 

• In groups - discuss the advantages of power - what 
these advantages are, and why people don’t want to 
relinquish power.



Who Should Have Power?
• This is a debate as old as civilization 

• Should power be in the hands of one leader and how should 
this leader be chosen? 

• Or should power be shared? 

• To what extent should the people have a say in who should 
control them, and how they should be controlled? 

• To what extent should leaders be ethical - what does this 
mean? 

• To what extent should leaders be accountable?



Ancient Greece
• Mostly composed of city states controlled by 

aristocrats (the richest and most powerful people) 

• But Cleisthenes introduced the world’s first 
democracy into Athens in the 5th century BCE 

• The word ‘democracy’ comes from 2 Greek words - 
‘demos’ - people, and ‘kracy’ - power 

• Athenian democracy lasted in various forms until 
Athens surrendered to Sparta in 404 BCE.



Athenian Democracy

• This was not a true democracy by today’s standards 

• Only Athenian men could vote (no women, slaves or 
foreign residents) 

• In practice, this amounted to about 30% of the 
population. 

number of these "varied between 30,000 and 50,000 out of a total population of around 250,000 to 300,000" or "no more than 30 percent of the total adult population."[1]
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But…
• The Athenian (democratic) government sentenced a 

philosopher to death - Socrates 

• His supposed crime? Blasphemy and corrupting the 
youth of Athens 

• Socrates was seen as a troublemaker, because he 
encouraged his followers to question everything 
(thereby threatening public order) 

• Socrates is famous because he could have accepted a 
lesser penalty but declined, refusing to be silenced.



His Pupil, Plato
• Plato resented that the democratic government of 

Athens had sentenced his teacher to death  

• He therefore wanted to replace Athenian democracy 
with a different system of rulers - he proposed that 
these rulers should be Philosopher Kings 

• He set out his ideas in a book th at is still famous 
today - The Republic -  

• Socrates and his dialogues are a major feature of this 
book. 







Different Approaches to  
Leadership

• History shows us many different ways of governing, e.g.,


• Dictatorship, including military dictatorship


• Oligarchy (rule by a group of powerful people)


• Plutocracy (rule by the most wealthy)


• Democracy


• Communism


• Theocracy


• Kleptocracy



The Roman Empire
• Existed from 8th century BCE - until 410 ACE, although the 

Eastern Roman Empire based in Constantinople lasted until 
1453 when conquered by the Ottoman Turks 

• At its height, the Roman Empire encompassed Europe, parts 
of Asia Minor and Northern Africa - 21% of world’s people 

• This Empire was one of the most powerful economic, 
cultural, political and military forces of its time  

• The western Roman Empire began to disintegrate in the 
early 5th century when it could no longer assimilate 
Germanic migrations and fight off invaders.



Roman Government
• There were 2 different systems - first the Roman Republic, 

and then Imperial Rome 

• The Imperial period is the most interesting - starting with 
Julius Caesar and ending with the last emperor, Romulus 
Augustus 

• This was the height of Roman power - the emperors were 
essentially dictators - with armies that conquered and 
enslaved millions 

• The armies of Rome were feared throughout the then  
civilized world - torture and executions were common.



Yet the Legacy of Rome is 
Impressive

• Roman engineering, especially construction of concrete 
domes, arches and roads, still influences our world 

• Roman art, largely inherited from Greece, has influenced 
western art for 2000 years 

• Roman law, based on case histories, is the basis of modern law 

• European languages are based on original Latin 

• Roman literature flowered and is still extensively studied  

• Roman military tactics are still studied in military academies.



The Renaissance 
• From 14th to 17th centuries - was a bridge between the 

Dark Ages and modern history 

• It was created by merchants in mainly Italian cities who 
became rich by trading goods from Asia Minor, Africa 
and Europe 

• Many of these merchants were patrons to some of the 
world’s most famous artists 

• However, this was also a turbulent time of almost 
constant war between neighboring cities and countries.



Niccolo Machiavelli
• The most (in)famous philosopher of his time 

• He lived from 1469-1527 

• At that time, Italy was a series of city states, often at 
war with each other 

• He supported the French when they invaded Florence 

• But the powerful Medici family won the war against 
the French and then banished Machiavelli.



The Prince
• This was the name of the book that he wrote for the 

Medici family, hoping to be forgiven 

• The Prince is a manual about how to effectively rule 

• Machiavelli said it was better to be feared than loved - 
and he said that the ruler should be prepared to do 
whatever was necessary - kill or torture - to achieve 
this aim 

• The word Machiavellian today means someone who is 
cunning or unscrupulous.





A Revolution in Ideas
• ‘You can resist an invading army, you cannot resist an 

idea whose time has come ’ - Victor Hugo 

• The Thirty Years’ War in Europe - 1618-1648 - was a 
war between Catholic and Protestant states that 
resulted in 8 million deaths 

• Europe became tired of mistreatment by religions and 
territorial disputes between kings 

• This was also a time of exploration and scientific 
discoveries.



The Result? The 
Enlightenment

• These events resulted in the Enlightenment - a 
movement that changed the western world during the 
17th-18th centuries 

• It became a time of science and reason 

• The Enlightenment formed the basis of belief in 
education and knowledge to enlighten and liberate 
people - and to free people from superstition 

• The ideas of the Enlightenment led to major 
revolutions in the western world.



The Enlightenment 
Changed the World

• These ideas about personal freedom and education helped to 
liberate ordinary people 

• At least five different revolutions were the result: 

• The Scientific Revolution  

• the French Revolution,  

• the American Revolution,  

• the Industrial Revolution and the  

• Russian Revolution





The French Revolution 1787-1799 
was a major turning point in the 
history of western democracy. 

The rallying cry was ‘Libertie,  
Egalitie, Fraternitie’  

(Liberty, Equality Fraternity) 
For the first time in Europe, 

ordinary people gained power. 

The French Revolution



But revolutions are usually violent - 
The French Revolution was a 

bloody removal of the ruling class. 
Thousands of aristocrats,  

including the King & Queen 
were beheaded.





The American Revolution
• This was also a reaction against the aristocracy in England 

• England needed money after the Seven Years’ War 

• The Seven Years’ War involved every European country, 
the Americas, West Africa, India and the Philippines 

• ‘New France’, the name of France’s North American 
holdings (Canada and the American colonies), was now 
British 

• But British garrisons in North America needed to be paid.



The British then imposed taxes on 
the American colonies.  

The so-called Boston Tea Party in 1773  
was a violent reaction to 3 
ship loads of tea that the 

British had taxed.  
The colonists refused to pay and  

destroyed the tea by 
throwing it overboard. 

British retaliation caused further  
resentment and led to the 

War of Independence. 



The war was won by the Americans 
led by George Washington. 

Independence Day (July 4) celebrates  
this victory. 

The result was that America was free to 
make its own destiny. 

Government would now be by 
elected majority (not by the British king). 

The American Constitution protects 
Individual rights.





The American Constitution

• This is unusual (for its time, 1789) because it 
empowers ordinary people (not aristocrats or the 
most powerful) 

• The Constitution specifically protects the rights of 
individuals (not groups, or legislators, or politicians or 
people who own land).



Amendments

• There were 27 later Amendments to the Constitution 

• The most famous is the First Amendment that 
protects freedom of religion, freedom of speech and 
freedom of assembly (the right to form opposition 
political parties 

• The Second Amendment is also famous, because this 
gives Americans the right to carry arms (guns).



The Second Amendment
• Question - why would the right to carry arms (guns) be 

protected by law? 

• 38,000 people died in firearm-related deaths in the 
United States in 2016 

• This rate is on the increase (ABC News, 3 Nov., 2017, 
http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/us-rate-gun-deaths-increases-straight-
year-50901897 ) 

• Workshop - discuss why a country would protect 
the right to carry guns.





Conclusion
• As we can see from the preceding ideas, how people 

should be governed is a question that has many 
answers 

• In this course, FDN504, we will explore many of these 
questions and answers 

• The debate is essentially about power and its 
responsibilities  

• This is an important debate, because some people’s 
lives and liberties depend on the answer.


